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Welcome to our 2022 Pediatric Sensory Integration Products for 
Schools and Therapy Professionals Catalogue

Associated Health Systems’ sensory integration tools are designed to meet the needs of individuals 
experiencing sensory integration dysfunction. Products help users to balance incoming sensory and  
environmental information and work to develop the subconscious ability to process and respond to stimuli.  
By activating the senses of vision, touch, hearing and movement, Southpaw products can help the user  
integrate and organize responses.
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SKY SAILOR

This piece of equipment offers both vestibular and 
proprioceptive input. From the Royal mesh material adding 
resistance and providing a calming feel to the vestibular 
input that can be provided in a variety of positions, this 
swing can be a great addition to many therapeutic 
activities.

Dimensions: 28”L25”W48”H
Working Load: 250 lbs.

#120133

TRAPEZE BAR - ADULT & CHILD

he Southpaw Trapeze Bar allows clients to work on their 
upper extremity strengthening, increase their flexion pos-
ture, and improve their motor planning skills. It offers a fun 
way to challenge many of their overall development skills. 
Safety Snaps included.

#4000 Adult 
#4001 Child

VESTIBULAR ACTIVITIES

STEERING WHEEL SWING

Take flight like a helicopter with our Steering Wheel Swing. This piece 
of equipment allows individuals the ability to feel rotational input 
while challenging them with strengthening their upper body and 
providing core stability. It is small, easy to store, and a great addition 
to your therapeutic space.

Dimensions: 26”H 
Working Load: 200 lbs.

#120017

SNUGGLE SWING

Like the Cuddle Swing, the Snuggle Swing is made of a soft, stretchy fabric, but offers 
one closed side, allowing for more stability as a child sits and looks through the opening 
of the swing. With the deep pressure provided throughout the body, the Snuggle Swing 
is an ideal way to address calming and organizing needs while incorporating vestibular 
input during any treatment activity. Includes (1) Safety Snap.

Dimensions: 64”L 
Working Load: 200 lbs.

#120005
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SKY SAILOR

This piece of equipment offers both vestibular and proprioceptive input. From 
the Royal mesh material adding resistance and providing a calming feel to the 
vestibularinput that can be provided in a variety of positions, this swing can be a 
great addition to many therapeutic activities.

Dimensions: 28”L25”W48”H
Working Load: 250 lbs.

#120133



VESTIBULAR ACTIVITIES

CUDDLE SWING 

Increase calming and organize input by providing deep touch 
pressure and vestibular stimulation in our Cuddle Swing. Postural 
flexion is also encouraged while your child or client lies in the swing. 

Children will find this soft, stretchy swing fun.
This item is also available in Adult size for larger clients.

Dimensions: 50”L
Working Load: 200 lbs. 

#120030 

RAINBOW BUCKET SWING

This swing is a fun, ideal way to provide smaller individuals with vestibular 
input. The bucket design allows children a place to sit with some support, while 
the LYCRA® fabric bottom gives them a soft feeling with resistance. Fill the 
bucket with balls or other small toys for a variety of therapeutic activities.

#420178 Rainbow Bucket Swing
#420175 Deluxe Rainbow Bucket Swing
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TRAPEZE BAR - ADULT & CHILD

The Southpaw Trapeze Bar allows clients to work on their upper extremity 
strengthening, increase their flexion posture, and improve their motor 
planning skills. It offers a fun way to challenge many of their overall develop-
ment skills. Safety Snaps included.

#4000 Adult
#4001 Child



VESTIBULAR ACTIVITIES

ACROBAT SWING RAINBOW 

The Acrobat Swing can be hung from two, three or four  
attachment points. As a hammock, it provides vestibular 
input with increased pressure offering a calming effect. The 
three or four-point hookup increases the challenge by  
allowing clients to climb through the layers. Or, it can  
provide a calming tent-like space. This swing is great for 
developing body awareness and addressing motor  
planning skills.

Safety snaps are not included.

Dimensions: 96”L 48”W
Working Load: 100 lbs. per layer / 400 lbs. total 

#120077

PLATFORM SWING

The Platform Swing is an essential tool in sensory  
integration therapy. Our platform swings offer therapists 
the ability to create a wide range of tilting movements with 
the control lines attached to the top disc. Can be used with 
clients in a variety of positions from prone to standing. 
Platform is carpeted.

Dimensions: 31”L x 31”W x 60”H
Working Load: 300 lbs.
Weight: 21 lbs.

#1800

ADVANTAGE LINE™ PLATFORM SWING

Now it’s easy to add a staple piece of suspended equipment 
to any environment. Our Advantage Line version of the  
Platform Swing has been simplified to bring you an  
economical version of our classic model.

Dimensions: 31”L x 31”W x 60”H
Working Load: 300 lbs.
Weight: 18 lbs

#120040

REPLACEMENT PADS FOR SWINGS

Replace the carpet with vinyl pads on your swings to make 
them easier to disinfect and clean between clients. These 
vinyl pads attach to the swings with Velcro® and can be 
removed and replaced for cleaning very quickly.

#121802  Platform Swing Replacement Pad
#121856 Linear Glider Replacement Pad
#121857 Adult Linear Glider Replacement Pad*
#127262 ITN Platform Swing Replacement Pad*

*Contact AHS to confirm replacement pad compatibility 
with your existing swing.
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VESTIBULAR ACTIVITIES
BUOY SWING

Have fun with a challenging alternative to the traditional swing! The Buoy Swing 
provides proprioception, core strengthening, and vestibular stimulation for your 
clients. Children will be able to swing with a gentle motion or an active orbiting arc. 
The Buoy Ball also has a trapeze bar and a molded end for high strength.

#120150

TUBE SWING 

The heavy-duty tube shown may be inflated to any size needed. The natural bounce of the 
rubber tube makes it ideal for providing proprioceptive and vestibular stimulation. Southpaw’s 
harness is made with heavy-duty material.

Webbed nylon sling adjusts to fit most larger inner tubes and protects clients from being 
scraped or poked by the valve stem.

Working Load: 250 lbs. when used with our Heavy-Duty Inner Tube (item 0180)

#1500 Tube Swing Harness Only, Inner Tube Not Included
#0180 Heavy-Duty Inner Tube
#1501 Tube Swing Kit, Includes Harness & Heavy-Duty Inner Tube
#0185 Single Tube Wrap
#1502 Tube Swing Cover

DISC SWING

This sturdy, textured disc swing is designed for a comfortable ride, with a plastic neck 
around the rope to protect your client’s legs.

Provides vestibular stimulation and flexion, motor control development, rotational and 
orbital stimulation, and stimulation for both upper and lower extremities.

Working Load: 150 lbs.

#1172
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VESTIBULAR ACTIVITIES

THE THERAPY NET

The Therapy Net is an all-around must have for any therapeutic setting. It’s simple to use, 
and can be used in a variety of ways. It provides vestibular input in all planes, improved 
head and neck extension, proprioceptive input and overall body control. Use the Therapy 
Net by itself or with our Southpaw Therapy Net Adaptation Kit.

Dimensions: 48”H
Working Load: 200 lbs.

#0130 

LINEAR GLIDERS

Your creative possibilities are endless with this piece of equipment. Used to provide 
vestibular input, increase balance, address weight shifting abilities and increase bilateral 
coordination. The Standard Linear Glider and the Adult Linear Glider feature a platform 
with removable carpet or vinyl pad, and suspension ropes with stabilizing rungs.  Pull 
handles and (2) Safety Snaps included.

The Linear Glider Wrap easily wraps around the base of the swing and attaches with 
hook-and-loop fasteners.

Now available! To make cleaning your Linear Gliders easier, we offer vinyl replacement 
pads that can be purchased to replace the carpet. Both the carpet (included) and the
vinyl pad attach to the swing using Velcro®. Linear Gliders now also available with Vinyl 
Pads.  Pads can also be purchased separately.

Dimensions: 59"L x 29"W x 70"H (Adult) or 46"L x 24"W x 60"H (Standard)
Suspension Points: 4.5' to 5.5' Apart (Adult) or 3.5' to 4.5' Apart (Standard)
Working Load: 450 lbs.
 
#1850 Standard Linear Glider
#1852  Adult Linear Glider

BILATERAL BOLSTER SWING

Help improve bilateral integration while getting the benefits of postural and 
balance adjustments. Southpaw’s Bilateral Bolster Swing offers all the benefits of 
our Standard Bolster Swing, but we’ve added two ropes attached to the body for 
clients to grasp with both hands.

If you already have our standard swing, you can purchase the body of the Bilateral 
Bolster and attach it to your existing upper works and bar. The Bilateral Bolster 
comes in Standard and Pony sizes with ropes that are covered with a protective 
vinyl tubing to prevent rope burn.

#1070  Standard Bilateral Bolster Swing
#1071  Standard Bilateral Bolster Swing, Body only
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VESTIBULAR ACTIVITIES

FOLD & GO TRAMPOLINE

The Fold & Go Trampoline has been designed to offer you the finest 
children’s bouncer. It comes with a padded frame cover 
and handle. The frame is totally foldable for easy transport. Ages 3+.

Dimensions: 36”dia.
Working Load: 150 lbs.

#1070

BASIC VESTIBULAR SET

Every therapist knows there are three swings that are the basis of every vestibular program: the platform swing,  
bolster swing and net swing.

The carpeted platform swing can be used in a wide range of tilting movements and is suitable for clients in prone to standing 
positions. The bolster swing may be used for a variety of progressive flexion activities, and is strong enough to support both 
the therapist and the client. The therapy net provides vestibular input in all planes and improved head and neck extension. 
We’ve put the three swings together in one kit and are offering them at a substantial savings to you.

Dimensions: 30”L x 30”W x 60”H (Platform Swing) Working Load: 300 lbs.
Dimensions: 48”L x 69”H (Bolster Swing) Working Load: 350 lbs.
Dimensions: 48”H (Therapy Net) Working Load 200 lbs.

  

#420130
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#7000   Custom Support Structure 
#7000-S   Splice Package, Required for Support Structures 15’ or Greater

SUSPENSION HARDWARE
CUSTOM SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Designed to fit any room regardless of size, shape or location of doors and partitions, Southpaw’s Custom Support Structure is 
perfect for rooms that cannot accommodate a permanently installed ceiling eyebolt.

We start with a standard size of 12’L x 8’W x 10’H at the base. From there you can customize the finished height of your 
structure to a minimum of 7’6” or a maximum height of 12’. The main crossbeam may be as short as 8’ or as long as 20’ to 
accommodate your therapy space.

Southpaw’s Custom Support Structure is constructed of .25” thick 5” x 3” structural steel tubing. This solid, stable, freestanding 
structure will support almost any piece of suspended equipment, and will not slip or slide with the most rigorous activity.
Custom Support Structures under 15’ in length include three forged eyebolts spaced evenly on the top beam. You may add 
eyebolt wraps, swivel eyebolt wraps or upright-mounted eyebolts for an additional charge. For added protection, the uprights 
and bases are heavily padded. The slip-fit, bolt-together construction is easy to assemble and disassemble. It is shipped in 5 
cartons (6 with a splice).

The Splice Package (7000-S) is required for Support Structures 15’ or greater in length. It converts a one-piece crossbeam into 
two pieces for ease of moving and assembly. Structures greater than 15’ will require the eyebolt wraps or swivel eyebolt wraps 
for suspension of swings.

Dimensions: 12’L x 8’W x 10’H
Working Load: 1500 lbs.
Weight: 700 lbs. (Approximate)
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SUSPENSION HARDWARE
EYEBOLTS & EYEBOLT WRAPS

We’ve made it easier for therapists to position therapeutic equipment while using the 
Custom Support Structure. We’ve designed the Eyebolt Wrap, which moves along the top 
beam. The eyebolt is larger than our standard .5” eyebolt.

The Swivel Eyebolt Wrap includes a built-in Rotational Device. Each Eyebolt Wrap is 
designed to be used only with Southpaw’s Custom Support Structure. The Upright  
Eyebolt Kit is used to connect pull handles or to anchor the bottom end of a zip line.

Working Load: 1000 lbs.
Weight: 7 lbs.   

#7011        Eyebolt Wrap
#7012        Swivel Eyebolt Wrap
#417011   Eyebolt Wrap (Set of 3)
#417012   Swivel Eyebolt Wrap (Set of 3)
#7015        Replacement Eyebolt

#7001
#7002#7015

CUSTOM EXPANSION BEAM

We have enhanced our Custom Support Structure by 
designing the Expansion Beam. The beam will fit any size 
Custom Support Structure designed by Southpaw. Some 
assembly required. Colors may vary. Complete with  
Hardware and Eyebolt.

Dimensions: 36”L
Working Load: 700 lbs.
Weight: 55 lbs.

#7005    Custom Expansion Beam, Complete with 
Hardware and Eyebolt

UPRIGHT EYEBOLT KIT

The Upright Eyebolt Kit is used to connect pull handles or 
to anchor the bottom end of a zip line.

#7008 Upright Eyebolt Kit

CUSTOM FLOOR MAT

We now offer custom-made floor mats to fit within the dimensions of your 
Support Structure. The 5” thick mats are the same height as the base of the 
structure, and are made of 3.75” of 1.8 density 50 ILD polyurethane, topped 
with 1.25” cross-linked polyethylene. The standard size is 11.25’L x 8’W. 
Additional 11.25’L x 2’W mats may be ordered so you can cover the 
complete floor area. All mats are camel colored.

Contact AHS for your custom floor mat quote!
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SUSPENSION HARDWARE
PREFAB JOIST INSTALLATION KIT

We’ve redesigned the rod end in this kit to prolong the life of the 
suspension hardware and allow for more fluid movement. The kit 
includes all the hardware needed to install an eyebolt in your 
prefabricated metal joist over a dropped ceiling. Complete 
installation guidelines are included. Choose the kit that 
corresponds to the distance between the bottom of the joist and 
the dropped ceiling.

Steel struts extend out 2 ft. from shoulder bolt to adjacent and 
opposing T-beams. Lateral struts extend to next beam 
approximately 18” to 48”.

Working Load: 500 lbs.

#7051  1’ to 3’ Drop Prefab Joist Installation Kit
#7061  3’ to 6’ Drop Prefab Joist Installation Kit

WOOD JOIST DROP CEILING INSTALLATION KIT

We have produced a ceiling eyebolt kit designed for wooden joists 
above a dropped ceiling. Similar in design to our metal pre-fab joist kit, 
it includes all the hardware you need to complete the installation. 
Simply measure the distance from the bottom of your joist to your 
dropped ceiling, then order the appropriate kit.

Working Load: 500 lbs

#7056  1’ to 2.5’ Drop Wood Joist Installation Kit
#7066  2.5’ to 5’ Drop Wood Joist Installation Kit
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SUSPENSION HARDWARE
2” X 6” BEAM INSTALLATION KIT

We’ve redesigned the rod end in this kit to prolong the life of the 
suspension hardware and allow for more fluid movement. This kit 
is mounted to an exposed 2” x 6” or greater wooden beam with five 
hex head bolts. Comes complete with all the hardware necessary 
for installation. Ready for your building contractor to install. Safety 
Snaps not included.

#7013

ITINERANT SUPPORT FRAME

Using the lightest, strongest and most cost-effective 
material available, our Itinerant (ITN) Support Frame will fit 
in almost any area, giving on-the-go therapists the first real 
portable suspension system on the market.

Weighing only 28 lbs., and less than 6’ in length when 
collapsed, the ITN Support Frame can easily be carried in 
most cars. The ITN Support Frame requires only 49 square 
feet of floor space, adjusts up to an 8’ working height.

It comes complete with a built-in safety rotational device 
and a sturdy carrying case. A perfect complement for the 
ITN Therapist Kit. Vinyl-covered cables attach the legs to one 
another for extra stability. Swing sold separately.

Dimensions: 7’3”H, 7’10”H, or 8’5”H
84”L x 84”W (Base Area)
Traveling Length: 72”L
Weight: 28 lbs

#7250

ITINERANT PLATFORM SWING

The traveling therapist now has more options with 
Southpaw’s Itinerant Platform Swing! Designed to fit the 
Itinerant Support Frame, this lightweight swing weighs only 
11 lbs., is 30” in diameter and comes with its own carrying 
case. 

It also includes removable spreader bars to help 
provide more room inside the ropes for larger clients.
The platform swing is a useful tool for every therapist. It offers 
a variety of uses for vestibular input, postural control and  
balance.

Dimensions: 30”dia. x 7’3”H
Working Load: 300 lbs.
Weight: 11 lbs.

#7260   Itinerant Platform Swing
#6517   Itinerant Platform Swing with Vinyl Pad
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SUSPENSION HARDWARE
SUSPENSION & HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT KIT

Everything you need to safely hang your Southpaw equipment from 
ceilings up to 14’H. The kit includes a safety snap, rotational device, 
10’ of therapy rope with eye splice, and a height adjuster with safety 
snap. These items may also be purchased separately. Remember to 
regularly inspect all equipment for wear.

Please Note: Eye bolts are not included and are sold separately or as 
part of an installation kit.

Working Load: 1000 lbs.

HEAVY-DUTY ROTATIONAL DEVICE

A rotational device is one of the single most important pieces of hardware when it 
comes to suspended equipment. We have beefed up the components of our original 
rotational device to provide greater durability. The wear-point of the eyebolt is 70% 
greater, which will extend the useful life of the rotation device. The useful life of a 
rotational device depends entirely upon proper maintenance. 

Dimensions: 8”H
Working Load: 1000 lbs.

#112000  Heavy-Duty Rotational Device, One Safety Snap Included
#422000  Heavy-Duty Safety Rotational Bulk Pack (Qty. 10)

#410001  SUSPENSION & HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT KIT
#0100   SAFETY SNAP
#0150-10  10’ SAFETY ROPES
#5000   HEIGHT ADJUSTER, WITH SAFETY SNAP
#2000   ROTATIONAL DEVICE

#0100 SAFETY SNAP

2000 ROTATIONAL 
DEVICE
Always use  rotational 
device

0150 THERAPY ROPE

5000 
HEIGHT ADJUSTER
Hang your equipment 
from the height adjuster 
and change the height 
simply by sliding it up or 
down the rope.

5000 HEIGHT ADJUSTER
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WEIGHTS & RESISTANCE
RESISTANCE TUNNEL

Challenge your clients with heavy work while developing body 
awareness and motor planning using Southpaw’s Resistance Tunnel. 
As your client pushes a therapy ball or other large objects through 
the tunnel, he/she will experience varying degrees of resistance as 
well as tactile and deep touch input. The sections are made from a 
ribbed knit cotton, LYCRA® spandex and nylon jersey. Three  
convenient reinforced handles are attached for you to hold and pull 
while your client pushes through the tunnel. Colors may vary.

Dimensions: 15’L; 10’L

#3970  15’L Resistance Tunnel 
#3972  10’L Resistance Tunnel 

STEAMROLLER® DELUXE

Some children crave deep pressure, and the Southpaw Steamroller® is a fun way to get it! Your children will love the challenge 
of crawling between the rollers and being flattened by the Steamroller®.

Allow children to hang out in the Steamroller® to complete an activity while prone, or use in preparation for those tasks that 
require more attention. This piece of equipment offers more than just deep pressure. It allows children to work on motor 
planning skills, body awareness and shoulder stability as they work their bodies out of the device. It’s a great addition to all of 
your therapeutic activities.

The Steamroller® can accommodate a small child up to an average-sized adult. The pressure may be increased or decreased by 
adjusting the tension bands. Comes with (2) sets of bands so you can increase the pressure. Colors may vary.

Dimensions: 33.5”L x 29”W x 16”H
Roller: 7”dia. x 22.5”W
Working Load: 300 lbs.

#150040  Steamroller® Deluxe
#150041-04  Replacement Bands (Set of 4)
#150041-10  Replacement Bands (Set of 10)

STEAMROLLER® RAMP

And away they go! This ramp is sure to be a hit! It offers your clients sensory stimulation, heavy work, bilateral coordination and 
motor planning all in one. We’ve taken 10 of the Steamroller® rollers and attached them to 86” long wood side panels to create 
this new masterpiece. The ramp can be attached to the stand-alone platform or to Southpaw’s In-FUN-ity system, and can be 
placed at varying heights to increase the challenge.

The platform consists of (2) six-rung ladders connected to a solid wooden top. Children can climb up the back to begin their 
fun. In addition, an optional rope with built-in loop can be attached to provide a great heavy-work activity.

Dimensions: 86”L x 30”W (Steamroller® Ramp)
32”L x 31”W x 52”H (Platform)
8”dia. (Rollers)

Working Load: 300 lbs.

#150045  Steamroller® Ramp
#150045P  Platform 
#150045S  Complete Set 
#152016  Steamroller® Ramp Rope
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WEIGHTS & RESISTANCE
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CUDDLE BLANKET AND CUDDLE BLANKET COVER

The Cuddle Blanket is similar to our weighted blankets, but has a cutout that relieves weight from the head and neck area. 
Perfect for lying in a prone position and still allowing for weight around shoulders. Made with our proprietary laminating 
process, the safe, non-toxic steel shot is evenly distributed to provide proprioceptive input. Plush cover is sold separately.

Dimensions: 58”L 30”W
Weight: 5 lbs.

#2282 Cuddle Blanket
#2283 Cuddle Blanket Cover

WIPE-CLEAN™ WEIGHTED BLANKET

Wipe-Clean™ Weighted product is hospital-grade made with our high tech, ultra durable fabric.  A perfect fit for schools. 
Wipe-Clean™ Weighted products does not require machine laundering!

Weighted Blanket is made from waterproof, breathable, tear resistant, anti-microbial fabric that is pleasant to touch.    

Size  Person’s Weight LBS  Age  Blanket Weight Dimensions
XS  22-35 lbs  3 years  5  32” x 36”
S  36-45 lbs  4-5 years  8  36” x 42
M  46-70 lbs  6-10 years  12  42” x 62”
L  71-140 lbs  11-15 years  16  54” x 80”
XL  141 lbs +  16 years +  25  57” x 90”

PADJIT™ - WEIGHTED ACTIVITY LAP PAD

This 8 lb. weighted activity lap pad provides multiple sensory stimuli and accompanying comfort in a therapy device. A large, 
wipe-free dry-erase window ideal for electronic devices or notebooks is positioned in the middle, with smaller pockets on each 
side giving access to fidgets and tactile materials, keeping them easily accessible and making this ideal for the classroom or 
home setting. One side pocket has a clear outer layer, giving visibility to the contents. Weight: 8 lbs. 

#2297



MOTOR PLANNING & BALANCE

IN-FUN-ITY™ CLIMBING SYSTEM

Southpaw’s In-FUN-ity™ Climbing System can go into any clinic or classroom and is expandable to any size.Climbing  
enhances body awareness, body scheme, motor planning and bilateral coordination. The child’s body weight, combined 
with gravity, provides additional proprioceptive feedback to his joints, helping the child coordinate his movements while 
working toward increasingly complex motor planning events. Arm and leg coordination (bilateral coordination) is  
enhanced as he climbs up the ladder or rock wall and across the monkey bars, propels the scooter board or pulls himself 
up the scooter board ramp.

The In-FUN-ity Wall Ladder (Figure 1) can be used alone or as the cornerstone of a larger, more challenging system. Climb 
up and down as part of an obstacle course,or swing toward the ladder and try to grab a rung.

The In-FUN-ity Scooter Board Ramp (Figure 2) consists of two parts â€” the platform and the ramp. It quickly folds in half, 
saving valuable space when not in use. The ramp can be used independently from the platform, and can be hooked  
directly to the Wall Ladder.

The In-FUN-ity Rope (Figure 3) is a simple, highly effective and versatile tool that challenges clients with many bilateral 
activities. Each Rope has a built-in loop for easy attachment to the wood rung.

The In-FUN-ity Climbing Wall (Figure 4) has 36 handhold locations and comes with 20 climbing holds. It can be hooked on 
any of the Wall Ladder rungs, allowing you to adjust the angle to adapt to any challenge level. Assembles in minutes.

The In-FUN-ity Expansion Kit (Figure 5) consists of a 4’L overhead jungle gym and a freestanding ladder support end. The 
ladder support end is compatible with the Wall Ladder and can support both the In-FUN-ity Climbing Wall and ramp.  
Multiple In-FUN-ity Expansion Kits can be added at a 90-degree angle with the Expansion Kit Right Angle Connector  
(Figure 5A).  Assembles in minutes.

The Jungle Gym Extender (Figure 6) adds to an Expansion Kit to make the unit 8’L or add two to make the unit 12’L. This 
can double or triple the challenge for any child or adult, and can be added individually at any time.

The In-FUN-ity™ Cut-out Climbing Wall is designed for the child who is not fully comfortable using the standard rock on 
most climbing walls and has (21) cutouts where your clients can insert hands and feet. The hook-shaped top attaches easily 
to the In-FUN-ity Wall Ladder (items 152000, 152001, 152002) or the Expansion Kit Ladder (item 152013). Since it can attach 
to any rung, you can adjust it to fit the abilities of your least adventurous clients.

The In-FUN-ity Crash Mat (not shown) fits each overhead section and provides 6” of thick polyurethane foam cushioning.

#152000 IN-FUN-ITY™ WALL LADDER BRICK WALL INSTALLATION
#152001 IN-FUN-ITY™ WALL LADDER METAL STUD WALL INSTALLATION
#152002 IN-FUN-ITY™ WALL LADDER WOOD STUD WALL INSTALLATION
#152011 IN-FUN-ITY™ SCOOTER BOARD RAMP
#152012 IN-FUN-ITY™ CLIMBING WALL
#152013 IN-FUN-ITY™ EXPANSION KIT
#152014 IN-FUN-ITY™ JUNGLE GYM EXTENDER
#152015 IN-FUN-ITY™ EXPANSION KIT RIGHT ANGLE CONNECTOR
#152017 IN-FUN-ITY™ HOOK ON LADDER
#152018 IN-FUN-ITY™ CUT-OUT CLIMBING WALL
#152025 IN-FUN-ITY™ CRASH MAT
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MOTOR PLANNING & BALANCE
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CONVERTIBLE CLIMBING SYSTEM

A climbing wall is an excellent tool for motor planning skills. Children must plan what their next step will be, where to place 
their feet, where to place their hands, and how much strength is needed.

Our climbing wall is made especially for lateral movements, which is also a great way to enhance the use of both hands 
simultaneously.Southpaw’s Climbing System is ideal for any OT, PT or Adapted P.E. program because it does not need to be 
used with a belay and harness system.

Each Convertible Climbing Wall includes:

• (3) 57”W x 29”H panels, complete with pre-mounted handhold anchors
• Southpaw’s unique sliding-rail system
• (20) handholds
• All necessary hardware for installation (hardware packages vary depending on the type of surface to which the Climbing  

System is mounted) 

Southpaw’s sliding rails are pre-slotted, allowing easy anchoring to your existing walls. Each wood panel has pre-drilled and 
countersunk holes for easy mounting to the sliding-rail system without dangerous protruding bolt heads.

There are three different versions of the Convertible Climbing System corresponding to the type of wall you are using. The 
mounting hardware and installation methods are different for each wall type.

#110010 CONVERTIBLE CLIMBING SYSTEM (POURED CONCRETE, CONCRETE BLOCK OR BRICK WALL)
#110011 CONVERTIBLE CLIMBING SYSTEM (WOOD STUD WALL)
#110012 CONVERTIBLE CLIMBING SYSTEM (METAL STUD WALL)
#110022 CONVERTIBLE CLIMBING SYSTEM, FREE RADICAL HANDHOLDS STND. (SET OF 20)



MOTOR PLANNING & BALANCE

CRASH PAD

The Crash Pad is a soft-landing zone for kids requiring sensory input, or can be used as a giant bean bag for reading & relaxing.  
This foam filled pad is covered with a durable nylon cover that wipes clean.

• Helps kids channel restless energy
• Ideal for sensory rooms in schools, clinics or a home

914750 Crash Pad - Green 3’ x 4’  
914752 Crash Pad - Blue 5’ x 5’  
914751 Crash Pad with extra nylon cover 3’ x 4’  
914753 Crash Pad with extra nylon cover 5’ x 5’ 
914754 Crash Pad with extra cozy cloth cover 3’ x 4’ 
914755 Crash Pad with extra cozy cloth cover 5’ x 5’ 
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POSITIONING

HOWDAHUG®

“It feels like a HUG”

The HowdaHUG offers proprioceptive and vestibular input for children with sensory integration needs, and is also enjoyed by 
typically developing peers. It can be used on the floor, for rocking and upright back support. It may also be used in  
different types of chairs, including classroom chairs. Many children who sit in regular school chairs constantly squirm and rock 
the entire chair. Using a HUG allows the child to rock in the chair so the chair stays stationary. The HowdaHug® can go  
everywhere with the child, because it can be rolled up and weighs only two pounds.

Dimensions: 13”x13”x13” (PetiteHUG)
15”x15.5”x 13.5” (HowdaHUG)
16”x15.5”x14.5” (HowdaHUG, Large)

Working Load: 50 lbs. (PetiteHUG)
100 lbs. (HowdaHUG)
125 lbs. (HowdaHUG, Large).

#255110  PetiteHUG® (Ages 3–5)
#255111  HowdaHUG® (Ages 5–7)
#255112  Large HowdaHUG® (Ages 7–12)

FITBALL® WEDGE

The FitBALL Wedge tactile seat cushion 
is inflatable, which makes this seating 
option one of the most versatile on the 
market. This inexpensive product 
offers the active child a more  
comfortable learning environment. Its 
durable construction makes the FitBALL 
Wedge the perfect seating option.
Dimensions: 14”L 14”W

Working Load: 150 lbs.

#1332

FITBALL® SEATING DISC

Similar to our FitBALL Wedge, this  
inflatable disc with smooth tactile bumps 
enables your client to work on postural 
training and balancing activities. This 
product is ideal for clients of various ages 
who require dynamic seated activities. 
Easy to inflate by mouth to desired level. 
Green only.

Dimensions: 15”dia.
13”dia. (Jr.)
Working Load: 250 lbs.

#231010  15”dia. FitBALL® Seating Disc
#231011 13”dia. FitBALL® Seating Disc Jr.

FITBALL® WEDGE JR.

FitBALL Wedge Jr. is an inflatable wedge 
seat that combines dynamic seating and 
static positioning. Perfect for younger 
clients, it combines sitting on a ball and 
wedge in one seat to encourage correct 
anatomical seating. When inflated, the 
FitBALL Wedge Jr. requires active  
participation from the client to assume 
correct sitting posture.

Dimensions: 10”L 10”W
Working Load: 100 lbs.

#1333
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POSITIONING
HOWDAHUG®

“It feels like a HUG”

The HowdaHUG offers proprioceptive and vestibular input for children with sensory 
integration needs, and is also enjoyed by typically developing peers. It can be used 
on the floor, for rocking and upright back support. It may also be used in different 
types of chairs, including classroom chairs. Many children who sit in regular school 
chairs constantly squirm and rock the entire chair. Using a HUG allows the child to 
rock in the chair so the chair stays stationary. The HowdaHug® can go everywhere 
with the child, because it can be rolled up and weighs only two pounds.

Dimensions: 13”x13”x13” (PetiteHUG)
15”x15.5”x 13.5” (HowdaHUG)
16”x15.5”x14.5” (HowdaHUG, Large)

Working Load: 50 lbs. (PetiteHUG)
100 lbs. (HowdaHUG)
125 lbs. (HowdaHUG, Large).

#255110  PetiteHUG® (Ages 3–5)
#255111  HowdaHUG® (Ages 5–7)
#255112  Large HowdaHUG® (Ages 7–12)

CHAIR BACK ORGANIZER

Help students stay organized by keeping all of their needed items close by and easy to find. Our desk chair cover offers a 
pocket that holds tablets, notebooks and writing utensils. This is a great solution to help those students who struggle with 
keeping themselves organized.

#1580

FOLDING WEDGE

A staple for any therapy room, wedges help in positioning, balance and exercise activities. These folding wedges can be 
turned into square blocks that are useful for alternative exercise. Made of a firm, solid foam core covered in durable vinyl. 
Colors may vary.

#155560 6” Folding Wedge
#155561 8” Folding Wedge
#155562 10” Folding Wedge
#155563 12” Folding Wedge

TILTING FLOOR MIRROR/CHALKBOARD

This versatile mirror/chalkboard can be used to engage your client in many activities in either a school or clinic environment. 
Useful for both oral and fine motor tasks, the large mirror allows the therapist to work with the client directly while the  
chalkboard provides added sensory input during drawing and writing. The large design of this combination piece can be  
adjusted for the right angle or the vertical surface needed, as well as being adaptable to correct hand dominance.
Dimensions: 31”W31”H3”D Weight: 24 lbs.

#2245
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SENSORY ENRICHMENT
HOWDAHUG®

“It feels like a HUG”

The HowdaHUG offers proprioceptive and vestibular input for children with sensory 
integration needs, and is also enjoyed by typically developing peers. It can be used 
on the floor, for rocking and upright back support. It may also be used in different 
types of chairs, including classroom chairs. Many children who sit in regular school 
chairs constantly squirm and rock the entire chair. Using a HUG allows the child to 
rock in the chair so the chair stays stationary. The HowdaHug® can go everywhere 
with the child, because it can be rolled up and weighs only two pounds.

Dimensions: 13”x13”x13” (PetiteHUG)
15”x15.5”x 13.5” (HowdaHUG)
16”x15.5”x14.5” (HowdaHUG, Large)

Working Load: 50 lbs. (PetiteHUG)
100 lbs. (HowdaHUG)
125 lbs. (HowdaHUG, Large).

#255110  PetiteHUG® (Ages 3–5)
#255111  HowdaHUG® (Ages 5–7)
#255112  Large HowdaHUG® (Ages 7–12)

If you are looking for that ideal piece of equipment to address tactile needs and play skills for your clinic or classroom, then the 
Southpaw Activity Table is your answer. High-quality craftsmanship is seen throughout this table, offering two large bins that 
can be filled with various media. The options are vast and the fun is endless, so make this the newest addition to your space.

Dimensions: 60”L x 30”W x 25”H (Table) or 26”L x 18”W x 5.75”D (Bins)

#854020 Activity Table 
#854021 Activity Table with Shelf

ACTIVITY TABLE

ACTIVITY AIDS

Activity Aids come in three styles: Apron, Vest and Overlay.  These items are designed for patients with decreased cognitive 
function and the need for tactile stimulation. The activity aids help engage and stimulate. They are reusable, machine washable 
and secured in place. These activity aids are useful in the redeveloping motor skills. Threading of shoestrings and buttoning  
buttons target skill areas for improved coordination. The colors and different textures provide visual and tactile stimulation.

• Helps redevelop fine motor skills
• Improves hand-eye coordination
• Helps improve dressing skills, dexterity and attention span

912464 Activity Vest 
912467 Activity Overlay  
912461 Activity Apron 

Flower Gel Pad

This heat sealed vinyl gel-filled flower pad can be used as a convenient and  
comfortable seating platform when used on the floor.

• It will also provide tactile and visual stimulation
• Provides a means to enhance finger strength and dexterity
• Cushions head against uncontrolled motor activity
• It also provides a conceptual feeling of one’s individual space. It can be used on 

the table as a sensory stimulation pad.

24”L x 24”W

914512 
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ROVER

* Image above shows #CS32CANR with Solar 250 Projector

RELAXATION MIRRORED BUBBLE ROVER - TALL 

Original Mirrored Bubble Tube Rover with hinged mirrored 
panels that reflect a multiple light display.

Relaxation models come with the following: 

• LED Bubble Tube 
• Fiber Optic Light Source with 72” harness – remote control to change colours
• Solar 250 LED Projector System (with Magnetic Rotator 
• Fish Wheel
• Stereo with MP3/iPod/CD input
• Aromatherapy Diffuser with 5 Calming Essential Oils
• Sensory Tactile Kit
 
Dimensions:  25”L x 19”W x 59”H

#CS32CANR

STEREO ROVERS

Vibro-Acoustic equipment helps to maintain novelty through practitioner control. 
The stereo has has two external speakers and includes an AM/FM radio, CD player, 
or can connect to an iPod, iPad or MP3 Player. The vibration control of the unit is 
separate from the sound volume control, allowing you to maximize vibration and 
listen to music at a comfortable level.

The Stereo Rover stereo is housed in a sturdy birch cabinet that includes a storage 
unit with one shelf, a 6-plug power strip, and wheels that allow it to be moved 
anywhere in the room. Each Stereo Rover includes an anchor on the top of the unit 
that can be used to attach a LED Solar Projector 
(not included).

Dimensions: 22”W x 39.75”H x 22”D

#303100
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#7000   Custom Support Structure 
#7000-S   Splice Package, Required for Support Structures 15’ or Greater

BUBBLE TUBES
BUBBLE TUBE WITH PLATFORM

Our Bubble Tubes are available with Interactive or Relaxation 
functionality, and the padded platform that surrounds the tube 
offers your clients a soft comfortable seat. Both Interactive and 
Relaxation models allow clients to enjoy the vibratory input 
offered by the movement of the bubbles/beads and the visual 
sensory input provided by the gradual changing color of the LEDs. 
And... our Bubble Tubes use the Simple Drain™ system, making water 
changes stress free.

The platform fits comfortably into a corner of your MSE room without 
intruding on the other sensory integration models.
 
Each Bubble Tube Platform comes with a Bubble Tube Security 
Bracket. This Security Bracket makes it safe for any person to get the 
gentle tactile effects the Tubes offer. The lights for the Bubble Tube 
are LED and never have to be changed. Same price: Small, Medium or 
Large Bubble Tube! You make the decision based on what is best for 
your clients.

Dimensions: 36”L x 36”W x 17.5”H (Platform With Pad)

33BS4PW             48”H Relaxation Bubble Tube with Platform
33BS6PW             60”H Relaxation Bubble Tube with Platform 
33BS7PW             72”H Relaxation Bubble Tube with Platform
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PROJECTORS

STAR GAZER

Bring peace and the night sky to those in need of soothing. The Southpaw Star Gazer can shine continuously in your home or 
facility. Gazers can add blue and/or white clouds to their experience and can also control the speed of the passing “stars.” The 
unit has a cooling fan and a replaceable laser that lasts 3,000 hours, and Southpaw will cover the cost of changing 1 new laser, 
meaning this unit will last through 6,000 hours of reliable, maintenance-free gazing.

Developed in conjunction with the Hospice of Dayton, the Star Gazer has been instrumental in alleviating symptoms of 
anxiety, agitation, dyspnea, pain, and insomnia in patients. Other data has shown that use of the Star Gazer has resulted in 
decreasing heart rate, respiratory rate and frequent need for break-through medications in many patients. Offer a peaceful 
presence to viewers with Star Gazer’s starry night.

#303800
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PROJECTORS

SOLAR 250 LED PROJECTOR

LED Projectors has been the best-selling analogue effects projector in the world since 1973.  Now, 40 years later, we have 
re-styled and upgraded the Solar 250 for special needs effects projection with LED technology and external control of the light 
and motors, via 1/4” jack plug inputs, for buttons or remotes.  Long life, bright, quiet, safe, cool running and controllable. The 
light for the Solar 250 LED is supplied by a 2000 lumen energy efficient 40W LED module that lasts for over 100,000 hours with 
a high color temperature concentrated through our unique optical system for truer color projection and clarity.

Finally! The halogen bulb has been replaced with LED.  
No more bulbs to change! Same great quality, lighter and quieter design.

Please Note: Wheels and/or cassettes must be purchased separately along with the 
appropriate wheel and/or cassette rotator.

Dimensions: 13”L 5”W 9”H
Weight: 13 lbs.

#FG2080-SOLAR250 
 

SOLAR 100 LED PROJECTOR

Lightweight, compact and simple to use, the Solar 100 is ideal for close proximity  
projection and low ambient light conditions. Good for small rooms. Comes with  
85mm lens. Light output 575 lumens.

Please Note: Wheels and/or cassettes must be purchased separately along with  
the appropriate wheel and/or cassette rotator.

Dimensions: 13”L 5”W 9”H

Weight: 13 lbs.

#FG2090AGW 

WHEEL ROTATOR

Rotates 6” wheels at 1/2 rpm. Works with both Solar 100C Projector and Solar 250 Projector.

#FGM6340AG
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PROJECTORS
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Abstract Wheels 6” effect wheels contain illustrations on abstract images to impact the very core of the individual and help with 
memory retrieval, social-emotional attachments and be entertaining and pleasurable. Abstract wheels are better when used 
with either a multi-facet mirror, a facet clip on prism or a multi-mirror.

ABSTRACT WHEELS

FGM8100    
Bubble (Colour)

FGM8102   
Papillon (Colour)

FGM8109    
Snow Crystals

FGM7038E 
Liquid E Effect Wheel 

FGM7038F 
Liquid F Effect Wheel

FGM7038D 
Liquid D Effect Wheel

LIQUID WHEELS

Optikinetics liquid oil wheels are unique hand crafted 6” effect wheels that project constantly moving vibrant colours and are 
perfect for creating calm and relaxing environments.

6 inch PictorialWheels contain images, shapes or effects that move through the projected image area creating continuously 
changing images at speeds that are governed by the choice of 6 inch Wheel Rotator.

PICTORIAL WHEELS

FGM7447 
At The Zoo

FG7089  
Avalon Dawn

FGM7448
At The Farm



INTERACTIVE PANEL

MARVELOUS MARBLE PANEL

Cool glass, sparkling light, gentle noise! You get it all with this Marvelous Marble Panel. Mount it low on a wall and see how 
entranced your clients and students are with this sensory panel. More than 1,000 iridescent marbles fit into a steel grid on the 
panel that is illuminated by diffused lighting. As your clients turn the marbles, they receive visual, tactile and aural sensory 
input, and experience a calming sensation. 

Dimensions: 6.5”D x 30”H x 30”W

#303806  
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